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Search Based Software Engineering

Apply search techniques to Software Engineering

Multi objective optimisation:
- cost and value
- faults, coverage, time
- metric sets
- risk and reward

Software Engineering Application areas:
- Requirements
- Testing
- Project Management
- Refactoring
- Source Code Analysis

Centre for Research in Evolution, Search &
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Testing, Testing, Testing

Web application testing
Security testing
Numeric computation testing
Regression testing
Mutation testing
Requirements based testing
Test data generation
Dependence Analysis

dependence clusters
impact analysis
program and model based slicing
assessing third party code

SLIM
SLICing state based Models

ASTReNet
Quantitative Information Flow

calculate amount of information flowing
find security leaks

Quantitative Information Flow

An EPSRC funded research project based at three sites in London:
Clone Detection

using static analysis applied to code provenance applied to graphical languages
App Store Analysis and Mining

User Rating does matter (MSR 2012)
Sampling bias issues (MSR 2015)
Feature Migration (RE 2015)
Predictive models
Android Test Data Generation System
App Developer Interview and Survey
Energy Optimisation

http://www0.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/FSarro/projects/UCLappA/home.html
Digital Humanities/Arts

Mapping outwards from software to systems
Software Engineering Analysis translates to
- musicology
- archaeology

PERSONAL-TOUCH
Three Repositories
SBSE Repository

This page collects the work which addresses software engineering problems using metaheuristic search optimisation techniques (i.e., Genetic Algorithms) into the Repository of Publications on Search Based Software Engineering.

- SBSE repository is maintained by Yuanyuan Zhang
- 916 relevant publications are included
- Last updated on the 25 July 2011 (Update logs)

The number of publications in the year from 1976 to 2011.

The ratio of SE research fields that involved SBSE.

The ratio of publications number in the world countries.
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This page designed and maintained by Dr. Yuanyuan Zhang
Mutation Testing Repository

Repository News

Welcome to Mutation Testing repository

Mutation Testing is a fault-based software testing technique that has been widely studied for over three decades. The literature on mutation testing has contributed a set of approaches, tools and empirical studies. This repository aims to provide a full coverage of the publications in the literature on Mutation Testing.

Mutation Testing Survey

Using this repository, a comprehensive analysis and survey of Mutation Testing work has been conducted. The paper presents the results of several development trend analyses. These analyses provide evidence that mutation testing techniques and tools are reaching a state of maturity and applicability, while the topic of mutation testing itself is the subject of increasing interest. This paper is currently published as a technical report, available from here. If you want to cite results from the survey, here is the BibTeX entry:

ARTICLE (MUTATION TESTING REPORT)

author = Yue Jia and Mark Harman,
title = (A) (Analysis and (S)urvey of the (D)evelopment of (M)utation (T)esting),
journal = IEEE Transactions of Software Engineering,
year = 2010,
volume = (To appear),
number = 1,
pages = ()

Terms of Use:

Unless stated differently, all material on this repository is the property of its own author. All downloads from this website are provided as freeware for personal use only. You must not sell, redistribute or modify any items (in whole, and/or in part) that have originated from this site.

Copyright © 2007 - 2010 Yue Jia and Mark Harman all rights reserved.
DAASE Programme

DAASE:
Dynamic Adaptive Automated Software Engineering
£12m project (2012-2018)
PhD studentships (3 open positions)
RA positions (1 open position)
Themes in DAASE
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PM
Predictive Modelling

TSI
Technical and Scientific Infrastructure

HHA
Hyper-Heuristics for Adaptivity
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CREST Open Workshop

Roughly one per month since 2009

Discussion based

Recorded and archived
Attendance Worldwide
Attendance Worldwide

Total Registrations 1563
Unique Attendees 686
Unique Institutions 250
Countries 43
Talks 435
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Discussions
Speakers’ dinner @ China City Restaurant 6pm
leaving from here at 5.30

Russell Square
Located at 50 Woburn Place between
Bloomsbury and Holborn. Excellent and Spacious
with a wide variety of Dim-Sum and Fusion
dining menu.
Book signing please ...
Introductions ...